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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact convex subset of a locally-convex, real Hausdorff 
space. Every point of X is the barycenter of at least one probability 
measure on X, which is maximal in the order of Choquet [4]. The 
uniqueness theorem of Choquet-Meyer gives several necessary and 
sufficient conditions on X, so that every point of X is the barycenter 
of a unique maximal measure. One of these conditions: X is a simplex 
[4]. This paper presents a localisation of this question in the following 
sense. Given a point x of X, find necessary and sufficient conditions 
on (X, x), so that x is the barycenter of a unique maximal measure. 
More generally: given a measure Y on X (by measure, we always mean 
in the following a Radon probability measure). When does there exist 
a unique maximal measure pL1 with u < pr ? 
Let C = C(X) be the Banach space of all real-valued continuous 
functions on X and K = K(X) the set of all convex functions in C. 
For k E K we define k = inf{l : 1 E --K, 1 > k). We prove 
PROPOSITION 1. For every probability measure v on X the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) there exists a unique maximal measure p1 with v < pI 
(2) u(k + 1) = v(R) + v(l) Vk, ZE K 
(3) p(k) = v(K) Vk E K andfor every maximal measure p with v < p 
Applying this proposition simultaneously to every measure Ed , x E X 
one gets a part of the uniqueness theorem of Choquet-Meyer ([4], p. 66 
(3) o (4) e (5)). T o oca ise their simplex criterion we consider the 1 1 
smallest face of X containing x. A (not necessarily closed) convex 
subset F of X is called a face of X, if 
x, y E x, 0 < t I 1 and (1 -t)X+tyEF 
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always implies x, y E F. Every intersection of faces is a face. So there 
exists for every x E X a smallest face F, containing x and a smallest 
closed face G, containing x. In general the closure F, is not a face and 
so G, is not simply the closure of F, [ 11. We prove 
PROPOSITION 2. Let x E X, F,JG,) the smallest (cZosed) face of X 
containing x. Consider the statements: 
(1) G, is a simplex. 
(2) Every y E G, is the barycenter of an unique maximal measure 
(on X). 
(3) K 1 G, is afine for every k in K. 
(4) x is the barycenter of a unique maximal measure. 
(5) Every y E F, is the barycenter of a unique maximal measure. 
(6) K 1 F, is afine for every k in K. 
The following implications hold: 
(1) e (2) 0 (3) - (4) -a (5) 2 (6) 
The implication (4) * (3) is not true in general. 
We shall conclude with an example in which (4) is fulfilled but not 
(3) and in which G, = F, . So (4) does not imply K ) F. affine for 
every Fz in K. We do not know whether the implication (6) => (5) holds. 
2. DEMONSTRATIONS 
In the proof of Proposition 1 the following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA. (4 VI < ~2 y k E K * v,(k) < V$(k) < v2(k) < v,(h). 
(b) For every k E K and every measure v there exists a measure p with 
v < p and p(k) = v(k). 
Proof. (a) The first inequality is just the definition of the order <. 
The second inequality follows from k < A. Since A is the infimum of 
a lower directed family of continuous functions, then 
vi(R) = inf{vi(Z) : I E -K, I > k} 
for i = 1, 2. v1 < v2 implies vl(Z) 3 v,(l) for l E --K. So v,(h) > v2(& 
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(b) Define the functional p on C = C(X) by 
p(f) = inf{v(Z + tR) : 2 E --K, t E R, 1 + tk 2 f} 
p is subadditive, positive-homogeneous and not decreasing. By 
Hahn-Banach there exists a linear form p on C with p(f) <p(f) 
VIE C and p(K) = p(k). For I E --K we get p(Z) <p(l) = v(Z). Hence 
y is a probability measure and u < p. We claim: p(k) = v(h). Let 
ZE -K, t E R, 1 + tk > k. 
We have to show: I+ tk > k. For t < 0 we get 
1 + tk >, 1 + tR 3 k, 
so 
1 > (1 - t)k, 1 2 (1 - t)k = k + (-t)k, 
so 1 + tR > k Let now t > 0. For every lI E -K with II > k we have 
I+ tl, >, 1 + tk 3 k. 
so 
Z + t inf{Z, : ZI E -K, 1, >, k} 2 inf{l, : 1, E -K, l2 >, k}. 
That is 1 + tk 3 K. 
Proof of Proposition 1. (1) => (2) Fix k E K. By the lemma there 
exists a p with v < p and p(k) = u(K). Since the order of Bishop- 
Choquet-de Leeuw is inductive, there exists a maximal measure >p. 
This must be the unique maximal measure pi . So v < ,u < pi . By 
part (a) of the lemma: 
cL(k) d 4) G 4% 
so PI(k) = v(K). This is true for every k E K. So 
v(k + Z) = p,(k + 1) = p.,(k) + 141) = v(k) + v(l) Vk, 1 E K. 
(2) * (3) For k, 1 E K we put 
&k - I) : = v(k) - v(i) 
By (2) pI is a well defined linear form on K - K. It is continuous: 
I pl(k - Z)l = I v(k - l)l d II k - 111 d II k - 111. 
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Since K - K is dense in C, p1 has a unique extension to a measure pI 
onX.ForkEKweget 
rdk) = 4) 3 v(k), 
so p1 is a probability measure and v < p”l . Now let p be any maximal 
measure with v < p. Then for every k E K by part (a) of the lemma: 
PO) G 4) = Pl(4 
So p < pI . The maximality of p implies p = pI and so 
CL(k) = m = VG) VkeK. 
(3) + (1) Two maximal measures >v coincide on K, so also on 
K-K==. 
Proof of Proposition 2. (1) 3 (2). It is enough to show that every 
measure p on X with barycenter in G, is supported by G, and that the 
maximality of p on X implies the maximality of p on G, . Let p be a 
measure on X which is not supported by G, and let y be the bar- 
ycenter of CL. We show: y $ G, . Let x E supp p \ G, . Every neigh- 
borhood of z has a positive mass with respect to ,u. So there exists a 
compact, convex subset S of X with: 
SnG,= izr, 0 < p(S) < 1. 
Let t = p(S) and 
Pl = f '(CL 1% P2 = &(P -PISS)* 
Then pI and pz are probability measures on X and p = tpl + (1 - t),ua .
If yi is the barycenter of pi (i= 1,2), then yr~S and 
Y =tr1+(1- > t yz . Since y1 $ G, and G, is a face of X, we get 
Y # Glz - 
Now let ,!L be a maximal measure on X with barycenter y E G, . Then 
supp p C G, . Let v be any measure on G, with 
Since 
we get 
p(k) < v(k) VA E K(x), 
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so p = v. So p is maximal on G, . By (1) there is only one maximal 
measure on G, with barycenter y. This proves (2). 
(2) 3 (3) Let yr , ya E G, and p1 , pa be the unique maximal 
measures on X with barycenter yr , ya . Then for 0 < t < 1, 
(1 - t) p1 + tp, is the unique maximal measure on X with barycenter 
(1 - t) y1 + tyz . Proposition 1 implies for every k E K(X) 
w - t)Yl + tY2) = ((1 - 9 Yl + kw 
= (1 - t) . PlW + t . P,(k) 
= (1 - t> . WY,) + t . k(Y2) 
So & ( G, is affine. 
(3) 3 (1) Let k, E K(G,), II E -K(G,), k, < lr . We define 
functions f, g on X by: 
f(Y) = g$&,) 
for y E G, 
for ycX\G, 
g(y) = t$(G,) 
for y E G, 
for YEX\G, 
f is upper semicontinuous, convex, and g is lower semicontinuous, 
concave. So there exists an h E C(X) with f < h <g. By [2] there 
existsakEK(X)andZE--K(X)withf<k<h<Z<g.So 
inf{Zr : I, E --K(G,), 1, >, k,} = inf(k ( G, : k E K(X), k >, f} 
By the already used theorem of [2] the set (k : k E K(X), k > f } is 
lower directed and so the set {k [ G, : k E K(X), k >:f) is a lower 
directed set of affine functions on G, . Hence the infimum of this set 
is affine. So inf(Zr : II E K(G,), 1, > k,} is affine Vk E K(G,). This 
implies that G, is a simplex [4]. 
(2) * (4) is trivial. 
(4) => (5) For every y E F, there exists a z E X and t E R with 
O<t<l,sothatx=(1-t)y+tz.Let~.i(i=1,2)bemaximal 
measures with barycenter y and p a maximal measure with barycenter 
z. Then (1 - t) pi + tp (i = 1,2) are maximal measures with 
barycenter x. By (4) (1 - t) pr + tp = (1 - t) pa + tp and so 
CL1 = P2. 
(5) * (4) is trivial. 
(5) 3 (6) Th e P roof of this implication follows from the proof of 
(2) 3 (3) by writing F, instead of G, . 
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3. EXAMPLE 
(For all statements about H” see [3]). Let H” be the Banach algebra 
of all bounded analytic functions on the open unit disc in the complex 
plane. Identity D with its homeomorphic image in the maximal ideal 
space of H” and let Y be the closure of D. Then H” appears as a 
function algebra on the compact space Y. Every YE Y has a unique 
representing measure on the Silov boundary S. So S is equal to the 
Choquet boundary of H”. But H” / S is not a Dirichlet algebra. 
Let E’ be the dual of the normed space E = Re H” endowed with 
the weak topology of the duality (E, E’). Then (E’)’ = E. Our example 
is given by the following compact convex subset X of E’: 
x= (xEE’:IjxI) = (1,X) = l> 
For every y E Y, y(y) is an element of X defined by (f, 9(y)) = f(y) 
g, is continuous and one to one form Y into X. y(S) is equal to the set 
X, of extreme points of X and very x E v(Y) is the barycenter of a 
unique probability measure supported by X, = v(S). Since X, is 
closed, the maximal measures on X are just the measures which are 
supported by X, . So every x E p(Y) is the barycenter of a unique 
maximal measure on X. 
X is not a simplex. Suppose the contrary. Since X, is closed, every 
f E C(X,) is the restriction of an affine continuous function fi on X. 
fi can be uniformly approximated by functions of the form (I + X) ) X 
(ZE (E’)‘, h E R). T ranslated to Y this means: every g E C(S) can be 
uniformly approximated by functions of Re H” 1 S. Since H” / S is 
not a Dirichlet algebra we arrive at a contradiction. 
Now let y,, be any point in D and x,, = y(y,J, We show that the 
smallest closed face G of X containing x,, is X itself. Any pointy E D 
is equivalent to y0 in Gleason’s equivalence relation. So there exists a 
t E Iw 0 < t < 1 with h(y,) > t/z(y) V’h E Re H”, h 3 0. This means 
x0 - Q(y) > 0 in the order of E’ which is induced by E. So the 
element 
Xl = j+o - MY>> 
is in X and the equality 
(1 - 4 xl+ MY) = xo E G 
implies p(y) E G. So v(D) C G and since G is closed ~(a) C G. But 
X, = cp(S)Cy(Y) = q@)C G 
implies, then, G = X by the theorem of Krein-Milman. 
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So X is the smallest closed face of X containing x,, ; x,, is the 
barycenter of a unique maximal measure, but X is not a simplex. 
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